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Abstract—Agricultural workers want to detect, eliminate, 

and avoid touching small creatures such as frogs and insects 

in advance of and during their agricultural work. On the 

other side, recent researches have suggested diverse 

countermeasures such as developing robot arm-based 

machines for harvesting vegetables and pulling up weeds 

using camera systems; past methods have included 

monitoring and identifying the positive and negative targets. 

However, there are not sufficient previous systems for 

sensing and analyzing the aforementioned small creatures in 

farmlands. The purpose of this original research is proving 

the utility of our visual data analysis system based on huge 

image datasets using Caffe Framework for deep learning 

using ImageNet 2012, which connects to our program using 

OpenCV libraries and other outside files. In short, this 

study selects and executes static visual analyses using AI-

based computing by tools concerning deep learning using 

several hidden layers after obtaining and accumulating field 

pictures and video data concerning small creatures such as 

frogs and insects in outdoor farmlands. Additionally, the 

author calculates the ratio between the sizes of outline of 

leaves on which small creatures existed as well as that of the 

targeted small creatures as one original standard for giving 

a unity to the pictures selected to some extent. Our results 

confirm the utility of the detection methodologies. In future, 

these results could contribute to the development of 

automatic agricultural harvesting robot-systems and to 

improving the daily work effectiveness of actual manual 

workers. Furthermore, an automatic system for eliminating 

small creatures could support the recruitment of 

agricultural workers. 

 

Index Terms—picture classification using deep learning, 

small animals in farmlands, ImageNet 2012, Caffe 

Framework, OpenCV 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, agricultural researchers and workers 

(agri workers) have developed several automatic and 

mechanical techniques to improve the utility of 

harvesting robot-systems by enabling them to search for 

the color and size of vegetables and fruits based on visual 

data [1]-[4]. These achievements in academic and 

business fields have already reached sufficient levels to 
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utilize them in outer fields and inner farmlands. 

Additionally, researchers in the field of agricultural 

informatics and robotics have proposed various 

promising methods for improving these tasks. Existing 

visual analysis methods have focused mainly on 

vegetables, fruits, weeds, and farmers, including robotic 

farming systems, and have not focused specifically or 

sufficiently on small creatures living in the fields [2], [5]-

[16]. Therefore, past studies and systems have been 

insufficient for analyzing small creatures and other 

objects, such as leaves and stems of vegetables, to 

determine their colors and textures. However, new 

technologies continue to be developed, and this study 

aims to develop a video data analysis system based on 

huge image datasets of Caffe Framework for deep 

learning using ImageNet 2012, which connects to our 

program using OpenCV libraries and other external files. 

In this study, the target field is situated in a common 

outer farm, and the targeted creatures are small frogs, 

mini-tomatoes, and rotten mini-tomatoes. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this study, we selected and executed a number of 

layer-oriented deep learning based analyses to obtain 

picture data sets. We used the latest Caffe Framework, 

and various libraries and packages of OpenCV 3.2 for 

Visual Studio 2015 and 2017. 

A. Target 

First, we carefully categorized the following small 

creatures in agri fields according to their physical and 

visual characteristics (color, shape, size, etc): (1) insects, 

(2) amphibian and reptiles, (3) small birds, and (4) small 

mammals. Based on feedback from real farmers, this 

study targeted (1) small frogs (abbreviated as “frog”; n = 

4), (2) vivid-colored mini-tomatoes (“mini-tomato”; n = 

5), and (3) utterly rotten mini-tomatoes (“rotten mini-

tomato”; n = 4), as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. Example sets of four-square pictures concerning the target (1) 

frog on the mini-tomato leaf, (2) medium-sized mini-tomato, and (3) 

rotten mini-tomato. The left column is wide range (ratio of item in 

picture ≒ 5.00 %), and the right column shows close range (ratio of 

item in picture ≒ 50.0 %). 

B. Objective of the Analyses 

This study selected the following deep learning method 

using AI and huge open datasets, such as ImageNet 2012, 

as the target and teacher data (reference data). In light of 

current academic trends and past results using them, the 

methodology has adequate universality in the agricultural 

informatics field. 

Fig. 2 shows the flow of the experiment, which 

comprised (1) obtaining pictures and movie data from the 

target area farmlands, (2) analyzing the data using the 

original system utilizing open data on the internet, (3) 

calculating and comparing charts of the statistical 

information, and (4) presenting the results to agricultural 

systems’ developers, agri-workers, and managers. 

 

Figure 2. Flow of the experiment. 

 

Figure 3. Flowchart of the Caffe framework based deep learning model of the system. 

The frogs were 25 mm to 45 mm long, and the mini-

tomatoes were 20 mm to 35 mm (although, for computing 

processes, these sizes were uniformed as 224 px * 224 

pixels). However, the complexity of the real, non-

trimmed farmlands made it difficult to take measurements, 

and differences in the responses between individuals 

impeded understanding of the data. Table I, Fig. 3 and 

Fig. 4 show a set of items used for the Caffe Framework 

based analyses, which comprised multiple layers. 

As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the sequential 

processing was programmed in Visual C++ in Visual 

Studio 2015 and 2017, and the ratios of the areas between 

the main targets and the whole pictures were calculated 

using an accuracy-assessed original program through 

OpenCV libraries (see Tables II-IV). 

“A “Blob” is a wrapper over the actual data being 

processed and passed along by Caffe, and also under the 

hood provides synchronization capability between the 

CPU and the GPU. Mathematically, a blob is an N-

dimensional array stored in a C-contiguous fashion. Caffe 

stores and communicates data using blobs. Blobs provide 

a unified memory interface holding data; e.g., batches of 

images, model parameters, and derivatives for 

optimization. Blobs conceal the computational and 

mental overhead of mixed CPU/GPU operation by 

synchronizing from the CPU host to the GPU device as 
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needed. Memory on the host and device is allocated on 

demand (lazily) for efficient memory usage. The 

conventional blob dimensions for batches of image data 

are number N * channel K * height H * width W. Blob 

memory is row-major in layout, so the last / rightmost 

dimension changes fastest. For example, in a 4D blob, the 

value at index (n, k, h, w) is physically located at index 

((n * K + k) * H + h) * W + w. Number / N is the batch 

size of the data. Batch processing achieves better 

throughput for communication and device processing. For 

an ImageNet training batch of 256 images N = 256. 

Channel / K is the feature dimension e.g. for RGB images 

K = 3.” [17], [18]. 

TABLE I.  DIAGRAM OF CAFFE FRAME-NETWORK BASED ANALYSIS 

Layer of analysis Description 

Data Raw data inputting layer 

Conv 1 Convolutional layer 1 

Pool 1 Pooling layer 

Norm 1 Normalizing layer 

Conv 2 Convolutional layer 2 

… ... 

Pool n Pooling layer n 

Classifier Classifying layer 

Prob Result outputting layer 

# Channel numbers and timeline changes in pictures’ heights and widths 
were not calculated. 

## As of October 2018, there are not enough qualified, defect-standard 
theories concerning the number of layers and the setting of parameters. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Flowchart of program for the trials. 

III. RESULTS 

Table II-IV present and discuss the statistical results 

([5]-[10], [12]-[14], [19]-[22]). The items in each column 

are “Distance between targets and the camera,” “The 

most believable class (Primary candidate of the deduction 

by AI),” “Percentage of the most believable class 

(average standard deviation [SD]),” and “Ratio of the 

main target to whole picture (average SD).” 

TABLE II.  STATISTICAL VALUES OF FROG DATA JUDGED AUTOMATICALLY USING AI AND THE CAFFE MODEL 

Distance between targets and 

camera 

The most believable class  

(Primary candidate of the 
deduction by AI) 

Percentage of the most 
believable class  

(Average Standard Deviation  
(SD)) 

Ratio of the main target to 

whole picture  
(Average SD) 

Closest pattern Tree frog 49.2 % (8.32) 50.0 % (1.69) 

Medium distant pattern 
Axolotl, mud puppy, 

ambystoma mexicanum 
18.1 % (15.5) 25.5 % (4.64) 

Most distant pattern Head cabbage 7.29 % (2.05) 5.00 % (5.82) 

None target (only mini-tomato 

leaf) 
Head cabbage 6.93 % (1.97) 0.00 % (Nothing) 

[Pre-processing] 

・Initial declarations of header and library files and namespaces 

[Main function]  

・Declaration of variable numbers 

 

[Post-processing]  

・Waiting and closing the system. 

[Inputting open data models using the Internet]  

・Inputting Caffe model of bvlc_googlenet onto the system 

・Reading class-explanation files of extracted from ImageNet 2012 database 

[Inputting captured data into the program]  

・Inputting static pictures and frame-data extracted from movie data file, and setting them in 

prepared arrays for the data 

・Resizing the data to the appropriate size 

・Changing the data into Blob-style 

[Analyses data using deep learning based program system]  

・Inputting the data into Blob  

・Analyzing and classifying the data using deep learning  

・Calculating the class(es) in which output value can be maximized 

・Showing the class(es) and each reliabilities (%) concerning the data 
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TABLE III.  STATISTICAL VALUES OF MINI-TOMATO DATA JUDGED AUTOMATICALLY USING AI AND THE CAFFE MODEL 

Distance between targets and 

camera 

The most believable class  
(Primary candidate of the 

deduction by AI) 

Percentage of the most 
believable class 

 (Average SD) 

Ratio of the main target to 
whole picture  

(Average SD) 

Closest pattern Vegetable, veggie, veg 50.9 % (8.19) 50.1 % (1.40) 

Medium distant pattern Solanaceous vegetable 22.3 % (4.77) 25.1 % (5.30) 

Most distant pattern Solanaceous vegetable 12.9 % (4.87) 5.60 % (5.05) 

None target (only mini-tomato 

leaf) 
Greens, green, leafy vegetable 10.1 % (1.98) 0.00 % (Nothing) 

TABLE IV.  STATISTICAL VALUES OF THE ROTTEN MINI-TOMATO DATA JUDGED AUTOMATICALLY USING AI AND THE CAFFE MODEL 

Distance between targets and 

camera 

The most believable class  
(Primary candidate of the 

deduction by AI) 

Percentage of the most 
believable class  

(Average SD) 

Ratio of the main target to 
whole picture 

 (Average SD) 

Closest pattern Vegetable, veggie, veg 28.8 % (9.52) 52.8 % (3.49) 

Medium distant pattern Solanaceous vegetable 8.94 % (6.68) 24.5 % (5.20) 

Most distant pattern Solanaceous vegetable 7.61 % (8.91) 5.35 % (8.94) 

None target (only mini-tomato 
leaf) 

Greens, green, leafy vegetable 11.1 % (2.51) 0.00 % (Nothing) 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Considering our future contributions to agricultural 

systems’ developers, workers, and managers, this study 

obtained significant data in future systems’ evolving 

ways, and confirmed the usefulness of deep learning 

based analyses.  

As Table II-IV show, the cases of the frog, mini-

tomatoes, and rotten mini-tomato datasets indicate 

numerical features related to them. It is difficult to 

comment on the cases concerning the frogs because their 

colors and textures are similar to those of common mini-

tomato leaves. However, obvious differences were 

evident between the mini-tomatoes and rotten mini-

tomatoes concerning both average values and the SD; we 

could confirm these tendencies from the analyzed 

numeric data and video data.  

Concretely, for the data of frog’s most distant pattern, 

the value (7.29 %) became closer to the values of “None 

target” (6.93 %) for feelings, in light of responses from 

real agri workers and managers. For the most believable 

data classes of mini-tomato and rotten mini-tomato in 

Table III and IV, not all items were different. Especially, 

for the data regarding mini-tomato’s upside three items 

values (“Closest pattern”, “Medium distant pattern”, and 

“Most distant pattern”) became larger than those of rotten 

mini-tomato, the author guessed that was because of these 

vivid-colors and round shapes. 

Totally speaking, the author thought that closest 

pattern concerning above three targets, the most 

believable classes would be useful to achieve the aims 

written earlier for actual automatic agricultural judging 

aims. Concerning the SD values in themselves, it was 

difficult to comment that the indicator is suit to utilize for 

judging actual agricultural items, because, all pictures in 

each category were similar, so the range of almost all SD 

values except for data concerning frog’s medium distant 

pattern seemed to be statistically limited. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE TASKS 

In this study, we constructed and demonstrated a deep 

learning based visual data analysis system for use at 

diverse high-tech agricultural work sites. This study 

demonstrated these accuracies and availabilities, and 

presented various numerical data, mainly the probabilities 

of data classifying. The captured picture files were 

analyzed automatically using the system’s appropriate 

classification with changing picture types and conditions 

(mini-tomatoes were ripe or rotten, the distance between 

targets and camera), with consideration for future 

practical usages. In addition, we described the differences 

between correctly certified and non-certified data, and we 

described these features both quantitatively and 

qualitatively.  

Thinking of the histories of ImageNet 2012 and the 

Caffe Framework, the author should not describe 

concerning these findings resembled past similar 

academic achievements. Furthermore, that is also because 

of the insufficiency of the volume and quality of 

appreciated samples in agricultural fields. In light of 

recent high-tech agricultural techniques and farmlands at 

different sized farmlands, we confirmed the usefulness 

and scalability of the methodologies. Our future work 

will aim to provide further confirmation related to the 

variety of the detected targets and background conditions, 

the validity, and the system’s durability and long-term 

performance, including the methodologies for automatic 

agricultural machinery, such as cultivating systems, 

weeding machines, and cutting rotten vegetables. In 

addition, patterns from other databases would be helpful 

in such fields.  

We hope that the aforementioned promising 

methodologies will be widely applied to real working 

sites to promote the recruitment of workers into 

agricultural fields. These methods could also prevent 

farmers from suffering injuries (e.g., being attacked by 

snakes or insects). Finally, in the long term, these results 

could be used for automatic systems to help inner and 

outer farmers revise and improve their work practices. 
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